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Ding-A-Ding Dang My Dang-A-Long Ling-Long:
Well, here you have it. The first A.C.R.O.N.Y.M. from the wonderful town of Oregon City.
Things haven't changed. You've got the same editor, the same format, and the same price (whatever
it ends up being). Just sit back, relax, and let the writers and artists do the work.
This issue we've got the continuation of Thane's untitled work, and in addition to that, we've
got a lot of new submitters all under the same roof of this here magazine.
Our address is new, but submissions are welcome. Remember that Editorials to run here are
being requested, as well as artwork (specifically cover), and please send me some letters. Please?
Write to us about anything at:
A.C.R.O.N.Y.M.
8137 N. Willamette Blvd.
Portland, OR 97203
Well? What are you waiting for? A written invitation?
Oh, and music reviews. Please send some.

This issue is dedicated to my father, Craig, yet another of the
many unknown writers of our time.

The Stories, characters and incidents featured in this publication are, as far as I know, entirely fictional. All Related characters, the distinctive
likenesses thereof and all related indica are trademarks of the original author. Everything Else Renewed © 1994 A.C.R.O.N.Y.M. Publishing
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Random Sentences
edited by Austin Rich
contributions by Brandon Burkeen, Jason Harris, Austin Rich & J.P. Otto
The Not Quite-Complete Book of Wisdom For People With None
ranDOm? Heh? Who?
Falling out of bed produces strange injuries.
Cody wanted the next one.
Capital punishment is good if you’re crazy.
I’m as daffy as a bowl of lime Jell-o.
Kicking a bastard only makes things worse.
Beat me several times in the head and I will die.
Attempt to do this and I will kill you.
Katy yawns too-oo-oo much.
Honk if you’re stupid.
If you can read this sentence, congratulations, you’re not farsighted.

Too much of this paper was wasted on Ken Hardman.
Love is an art mastered by few.
Guns are ugly and noisy.
The mind is easily controlled.
Put a pickle in your sock and call me in the morning.
Show me an Artist*, I’ll show you a god.
Enjoy each breath.
Whatever you do don’t read the next thought
--think about your breathing pattern, and realize you will stop breathing and die if you don’t use all
your mind for each breath-Damn, I thought it would work.
I put myself in a considerable amount of danger to write down the evil thought.
A C.I.A. agent is an assassin with no guts.
Plutonium emits dangerous radiation.
Because of recent events, this line shouldn’t exist.
555 is not a private phone previx.
Boxes tend to contain things.
Super-Heroes are people who want attention.
Police are people who work for money.
Super-Heroes, therefore, are better than police.
Hydrogen peroxide is another name for H2O2.
“Bleed” is not a four letter word.
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Why? Because.

* Painter
Sketcher
Writer
Musician
Sculptor
D.M.
Lover
Assassin
Swordfighter

How I escaped the frightful maze of death
by Kyle Rich
The Exit.
|-------------------------------------|
Hunger in Despair
by Nile Longstrom
Your heart is wrapped in an enigma
The whole of my existence is for sale
You know my name only in my bed
You were born to conquer i was born to fail
(Chorus)
Too close to touch you
Too near to taste you
Too real to know you
Too far to hate you
I can open my eyes but i'll never see your face
You quench your thirst by drinking my disgrace
You're eating me alive and i don't care
Fuck salvation
Hunger in despair
Every moment i spend with you i spend in hell
I let you own my body mind and soul
You play my life like it was a game
My existence is reduced to a throbbing hole
(Chorus)
|--------------------------------------------------------------|
My Path of Darkness
By Cheris Faye Woolever
Along this weary road I am traveling. Wherever I end, it will be in death. Why must I
continue on such a road if the result will be the same anyway? I have failed to understand my life,
where am I supposed to be going? This cold road is her in front of me calling my name over and
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over again. There is a path for no reason. Isolation overwhelms me. I am in prison. There is
nowhere to go but out. There are two ways that go out. One, my favorite, is death. Suicide. Ah, a
mighty task awaits me. Must we all be alive for so long? I cannot stand this anymore. Someone,
something take me now! I will not wait any longer. Have I not done enough to satisfy you? Have I
not been good enough? You say I will never die? Yeah, well you have haunted me long enough and
tormented every fragment of soul I have left in my wretched body. I am searching for an escape.
You are nothing but a sick demon with no future! Will you leave me please? So, isn't it so
frustrating not being able to read my thoughts? See, I am thinking something right now, and you
have absolutely no idea what it is! Haunt me all you want. I have no desire to burn with you!
This path of gloom and destruction. You want me to die! You want me to give in to who
you are and what you do. But no longer. I have found a way and you are jealous that I have
something you can never have again. The opportunity to have ETERNAL LIFE. I hate you. I hate
everything you stand for. So intelligent, but so evil. Oh, how I despise you!
Yet, I mortal trod alone. Such emptiness I am feeling. I am entirely only a soul with this
artificial frame that helps me move around. You cannot see into me. You can see me, but not me.
Yes, I am depressed. Are you happy yet? Do you enjoy tormenting me every second that I am
awake? Why are you such a pain? A life of darkness. That's all I and every human on the face of
this earth will ever have. Your time is coming, my enemy. I have had enough of your false
goodness. I have had enough of all you sickness, evil, crimes, death, and hate.
I know there is something deep down that must be good. Think about where you came
from. I am sorry. I know it must be hard. I am crying for you now as I sit here next to the
candlelight. If you could only have a second chance. Your leader has ruined you. So beautiful you
once were. Light, beauty, glory. You have to cover it up now. You don't have a choice. Why must
you be so dead to your feelings? Yes, I am mortal, but I am feeling for you. I hate what you do and
who you stand for, but I don't hate you. Didn't you regret the very moment you were cast out of
heaven? Didn't it hurt to hear that you could never go back again? Please, listen to me. If you
bother to be with me as much as you are, I'm sure you are bothering to read this.
You have succeeded in leading me astray from what you once loved, but you must now leave
me. I don't want you anymore. Go back to you evil master who was the source of your destruction.
Don't count on any comfort. Yet, you probably cringe at the thought of the word, eh? I cry on my
path, but at least I know it ends somewhere. Give my regards to your buds, will you? Good-bye.
|--------------------------------------------------------------|
Colors that Remind me of a
mid-Summer’s day
by Kyle Rich
yellow and greenish-blue
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NAAAAAAHHHHGHAHAHHK!!!!!!!!
(oR, tHE rEALLY wEIRD sTORY tHAT i cAN’T rEMEMBER wHAT tHE tITLE
iS)
BY aUSTIN rICH
pART ii.
aUSTIN SEEMED LIKE A NORMAL PERSON WITH NOTHING TOO PECULIAR
ABOUT HIM. hE STANDS 5’10” AND HAS MESSY DARK BROWN HAIR WITH A
TOUCH OF POST-TEEN ACNE. nOT AT ALL CRAZY LOOKING; NO, ON THE
CONTRARY HE APPEARED TO BE MORE SANE THAN OTHERS. tHIS MUST COME
FROM LIVING WITH HIS BROTHER, gABRIAL THOUGHT.
“hELLO aUSTIN. cOME ON IN,” WAS ALL gABRIAL COULD THINK OF SAYING.
tHE DAY, WITH ALL ITS EVENTS AND ABNORMAL CIRCUMSTANCES, HAS CAUSED
HIM TO BE AT AN EXTREME LOSS OF WORDS.
“hEY, WHAT’S UP? nANCY CALLED AND SAID THERE WAS A STORY OF MINE
ON THE FAX MACHINE.” bEFORE gABRIAL COULD ANSWER, aUSTIN
INTERRUPTED WITH, “iSN’T IT FUNNY HOW WE’VE BEEN LIVING TOGETHER IN
THE SAME APARTMENT BUILDING FOR OVER SIX MONTHS AND YET WE’VE
NEVER MET (YOU AND i THAT IS, i’VE ALREADY MET nANCY)?”
“yES, TO BOTH QUESTIONS,” gABRIAL ANSWERED. “iS THAT HOW LONG
YOU’BE BEEN LIVING HERE?”
“wHERE’S THE STORY?” aUSTIN ASKED. “sEE, i INTENDED TO SEND IT TO A
FRIEND OF MINE, TO KIND OF SCARE HIM YOU KNOW, BUT SINCE i ONLY USE
TWO FAX NUMBERS WITH ANY FREQUENCY i ACCIDENTLY PUNCHED THE
WRONG ONE, i GUESS. sO WHERE IS IT?”
“iT’S STILL ON THE MACHINE. i PUT IT BACK THERE AFTER READING IT. aT
FIRST i THOUGHT IT WAS A JOKE OR A PRANK, OR PERHAPS EVEN THE MACHINE
WAS ON THE FRITZ. bUT i GUESS NOT.”
“yEAH, i GUESS.”
gABRIAL STOOD LOOKING AT aUSTIN UNSURE WHAT TO DO OR SAY. hE
NOTICED THAT aUSTIN LOOKED AT nANCY, AND SHE NODDED. dID THIS MEAN
SOMETHING? wHAT WOULD THEY BE COMMUNICATING IN THAT GLANCE?
wERE THEY HIDING SOMETHING?
“uHM, aUSTIN?”
“yEAH gABRIAL?”
“mAY i ASK WHAT THAT STORY IS ABOUT? iT LOOKS LIKE NONSENSE TO
ME.”
“oH, IT’S NOT ANYTHING YOU’D BE INTERESTED IN. iT’S ABOUT
COMPUTERS AND STUFF.”
“wOULD YOU LIKE TO HAVE DINNER WITH US TONIGHT aUSTIN?” nANCY
INTERRUPTED.
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“oH. uH, NO. i’VE GOT TO GET TO SLEEP EARLY TONIGHT. i’VE BEEN
HAVING TROUBLE SLEEPING LATELY.”
“bUT,” gABRIAL INTERJECTED, “IT’S ONLY SIX O’CLOCK.” gABRIAL GAVE
nANCY A QUESTIONING LOOK AFTER SAYING THIS. “sURELY YOU CAN STAY FOR
AN HOUR OR SO. hOW ‘BOUT IT?”
“wHY NOT?” nANCY SAID. “wE’VE GOT PLENTY OF CHICKEN.”
aGAIN, aUSTIN AND nANCY EXCHANGED THE LOOK. tHERE WAS
SOMETHING ABOUT THAT STORY, SOMETHING MORE THAN NONSENSE, THAT
MEANT SOMETHING IMPORTANT TO HIS ROOMMATE AND THE WRITER FRIEND.
sOMETHING ALMOST SINISTER.
tO bE cONTINUED…
|----------------------------------------|
A Deep Thought
by Kyle Rich
Burp!
|----------------------------------------|
The Temptation
by D. O'Dorant
The young man ran into the bathroom and ducked into a
stall. The policeman stuck his head in, glanced around, then
continued on, believing his quarry to still be running.
Whew, that was a close call. Maybe it had been a mistake
to hijack that plane. Oh well. What he needed right now was a
good stiff drink before going sight-seeing in the Isles.
Cautiously he made his way to the airport exit and,
evading all police using a few ninja skills he's learned from the
Orient, he left the terminal.
Traffic was light and before long the youth was sitting in a bar sipping a bourbon and
reading a newspaper.
A small article caught his eye. "Car manufacturer’s convention in Soho." That meant that
those that he hated would be there.
No time to waste! He flung money at the barkeep and fled out the door.
The youth wasted several minutes trying to find a cab. He managed to hail one and told the
driver to go to Soho.
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"We're in Soho now," the cabbie told him puzzledly.
"Oh... nevermind." He got out and then set off to the hotel where the convention was
happening at. It was across the street.
First and foremost, he went inside and rented a room above the convention hall.
Leaving his room for ice, he literally ran into another occupant of the hotel. It was Simons,
the leader of the Psychopathic Murderers Unanimous group. Kill kill kill.
The young man grabbed the small fully automatic machine pistol that he always kept on him,
and blasted Simons into nonexistence.
Others came running from their hotel rooms to see what the furor was. They were all
members of PMU. Warily they advanced toward him, each holding a weapon of mayhem.
The young man almost laughed. He wanted them in the very worst way. Let them
approach.
Fifteen minutes and about two dozen corpses later, the young man began wiring plastic
explosives around the hotel. He paused a moment. Should he kill everyone? He had only sworn
vengeance against some of the car makers. Oh well. Let temptation run its course. Kill 'em all. He
hated cars anyhow. From now on, he'd stick to riding horses.
The young man also realized he wasn't sick. He was cured! Suddenly the youth began to
sneeze. No, no no! Now he had hay fever!
|--------------------------------------------------------------|
Why For A Girl
by James Stegall
II.
With my feet spread rigidly apart I held
myself in the elevator shaft, gripping the yellow
fiberglass handle of my pike. "Unbreakable,"
Grumboldt had said grimly, handing the weapon
to me. I peered up through the falling dust and
acknowledged the red stoplight eyes of the
dragon as it stared down on me from its perch
on the power winch. The reptile grinned.
"You're nearly here, kid," it jeered.
"Only another hundred yards. It would be
easier climbing if you dropped that spear."
"Sure," I gasped.
The dragon considered me as I worked
up on foot at a time.
"What good is this going to do you, kid?
I'll kill you and drop you down the shaft to
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break you up. Then I'll eat you. Then I'll use your funny spear as a tooth pick."
"I'm doing it for a girl," I shouted.
The dragon paused, blinking green eyelids. It nodded sympathetically.
"Is she pretty?" it asked.
"The prettiest."
"Describe her to me," the dragon said.
"What good would it do you?" I yelled up the shaft. "I'm going to kill you and cut off your
head. Once I carry you out and show her father it really won't matter to you what she looks like."
"But it's nice to know what we're fighting about."
"We are fighting," I said, "because you ate two men yesterday. Men with families."
"I ate a man and a woman," the dragon corrected.
I was repulsed. "That's even worse!"
"Everyone has to eat," it conceded. "How do you think cows feel about humans?"
"None of this would have happened if you had killed a cow rather than two people."
"You are changing the subject," the dragon accused.
I was now close enough to the dragon that I could smell the lizard dryness of its wings.
"Why are we even bothering to talk?" I demanded angrily. "There is no question in the fact
that one of us is going to die. Don't involve any stupid morals or logic in this. I am going to kill
you, dragon. When I kill you, old man Gumboldt will be so overjoyed that he'll tell me I can marry
Maryel, and then he'll give me a position in his company, and then I will settle down and be happy."
There was silence as the dragon sat studying me with its glowing crimson eyes; the lizard's
head rocked slowly from side to side. Eventually it nodded understandingly.
"Sounds like a pretty good plan," the dragon acceded.
Fiercely, I agreed, "It is."
"How long have you known this girl?"
"Stop talking to me," I yelled frantically. "Just shut up and let's get this over with." With a
sidden burst of energy I thrust the pike at the dragon's curled claws. I fell short.
Calmly, the dragon compelled, "Answer me."
I glanced up with an irate frown. "I've known her for three months," I said.
The dragon nodded soberly. "Do you love her?"
"Of course I love her!"
The lizard's concerned expression did not change. It asked quietly: "Are you lying?'
"You're a dragon," I cried in confusion.
"Yes I am," it agreed.
"Why don't you just breath fire or something--and snarl. Why don't you snarl at me--and tell
me how much you love to rip up virgins?"
"Is Maryel a virgin?" the dragon inquired.
Impotent, inarticulate rage consumed my body. Diving up with my spear before me, I
attacked furiously. The dragon batted away the pike with a movement of it's hard toe.
"You seem undecided," the dragon observed coolly.
"I have decided I'm going to kill you," I growled.
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"I think we've answered that question," the dragon said dryly, revealing row of pointed teeth
through a slim smile. The lizard continued conversationally, "Tell me again what she looks like."
Sulking, I remained silent.
"Let me guess then," the dragon said brightly. "I would say she's all gold curls and
shimmering blue eyes--not a math wizard except for a certain three double-digits--straight teeth and
small luscious ears, glowing smooth skin, tiny pert nose, red lips like two sun-warmed cherries,
supple dexterous fingers perfect for sewing--the girl's all housewife. Sure, a perfect little wife for her
big strong man who works with Daddy at the oh so tall and shiny office. Two blonde kids: a boy
and a girl. You'll have a stupid spaniel and a two-story brick in the upper middle-class suburbs."
The beast continued bitterly: "Once you retire and the kids are in college and the house is
mortgaged, she'll get two yappy little dogs and a boat Cadillac, and you'll get your toy MG, and the
two of you will host dinner parties at which you fish for fresh secretaries. Of course, eventually
she'll find out about your affairs--because she was too stupid to hold your attention once her looks
shriveled--and it'll end in a cold divorce. After the legal dust clears, you shack up with your secretary
a while, then die of a heart attack while mowing the lawn."
The dragon licked its black lips and peered intently at me. "What do you think of that?" it
demanded.
Yawning, I slapped the yellow handle of my pike. "You have a pretty good imagination," I
said. "How do you know so much about human life?"
The dragon glanced away, snarling, "Bad karma, kid."
"Well that's not Mary and I," I insisted. "I'm still going to kill you."
The dragon sighed sadly. "Okay."
Abruptly the lizard moved its head and glared down at me. "All right, kid," it acquiesed
hotly. "If you want a fight, a fight's all yours." The dragon grinned with its mouthful of white teeth
like crumbled glass. "See you on the roof." Unfurling its green wings, the dragon exploded up the
elevator shaft, escaping the concrete throat of the building through a high skylight.
Hurriedly, I covered my head with my hands as shards of glass floated down through the
empty space; when the clatter died I looked up. Grimly, I continued climbing.
To Be Continued...
|--------------------------------------------------------------|
Sounds my dog made before he got hit by a car
by Kyle Rich
Bark! ARFF! Yipe!
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Creation
by Damon Brice
Don't bring it about
Don't cause it to be
Don't risk it all
You know nothin's free
You know it's not true
You know it's real
You know that it ends
Despite what you feel
Despite all the pain
Despite all the words
Despite all the thought
The cries go unheard
The heavens still spin
The stars'll not fall
The world as we know't
Will not hear our calls
Will not care for us
Will not shed a tear
Will hurtle through time
Don't give into fear

They did it anyway.
Listen.
D'you hear that?
It's your worldIt's everything you've ever
known
And it's disintegrating

Taste the pain
The bitter acrid bite
Of hatred, invisible
As you writhe helpless
In the black numb
So cold
But you forgot you can't
feel
Pariah

Degenerate
You went too high
Too fast
You found the light
Only to reach eternal
darkness.
Invalid

You sought reality
You wanted to learn
You groped though
shadows
To untangle the mystic web
Of where it begins
But rather than Creation,
All that was left in the end
(was) Nothing

|--------------------------------------------------------------|
The Salts of Life
by Kelly Ballance
Fall down deep,
Blues as dark as Indian Ink
Surround you.
Thick and syrupy.
It passes through your very
skin,
And through your wilted no
bones.
Only to settle into your
Mind and Soul.

There is only confusion here,
And your mind is muddled.
You wish everything done yesterday.
It seems that is all life will allow.
Nothing less, and everything more.
Rushed, upset, and frustrated.
You struggle on.
Struggle on, little slug,
Even as the salts of life are poured heavily upon your back.
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Blood Shot Drug Induced Flavor
by Robbie Wolfard
© 1993 Insects From Hell
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I came home the other day to find my
mind, the fishbowl had been tipped, so
as to show me Kansas, the TV
screamed for sympathy as I watched the
goats herded off by some strange
foreigners, I got up to see the rain in
the sky, only to find a well-balanced
breakfast laid out on the coffee table I
had & bought at a garage sale two years
ago for $5, milk in the morning only as
a person can take to the liking of a new
neighbor whose parents are both retired
vets, not like animal vets, but the ones
who served in the wars, my kitchen
smelled of mold so I decided to take a
shower, in my mind, vegetables, fruit
and asparagus, rocks on the shore
eroded by the waves of time and time
again I told you to do your homework
and get off your lazy butt and I can say
half the things I'm feeling because it
can't be printed in this fine magazine,
and you were watching Bob Newhart at
two o'clock in the afternoon and I
needed some money to ride the subway
that never existed, but if you let people think it does maybe someday you'll have a new car if you work
for a living instead of growing grass, Bill Clinton said he smoked grass in college but didn't inhale, how
can you smoke grass if you don't inhale, maybe he'd been watching Mr. Rodgers too long like I have, the
sun is like a light bulb that's ready to burn out, so what happens if the world gets taken over by Michael
Jackson wanna-bes, why do people go to school, only to end up being out of a job and on welfare, only
to discover that you're living only for existence, and when you’re on the street the world starts spinning,
and that only saying goes in your head and you can't get it out and you start screaming and yelling but
nobody even stops to ask what's the matter because people don't care about you or the world, they only
care about themselves and how much money they have growing in their backyard, because some lunatic
jumped off a building and sang the theme song for the Brady Bunch, the people of this world have
nothing in common with each other, the sky is gray and blotchy and my pen is my friend, you can only
count to infinity, jump into a car and go somewhere, anywhere but here because I hate you all and I fell
in the sink and died.
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untitled
by Tim Russel
On this particular morning the sun decided to shine over the town. This was not a totally
uncommon happening but it sounded nice. A small bug moved its way across the side walk to a
lime green sucker that had been unfortunately lost due to circumstances involving a Volvo and a
fairly angry lobster, but unfortunately that is another story. On this particular nice (but not
uncommon) day a postal wasn't too happy with his job or his life, was making his way along the
route.
This postal worker, whose name was Phil, was unhappy for a number of reasons. First, his
job sucked. Not just, "Well, my lawnmower won't start, this just sucks," suck. I mean the, "My dog
died, My wife left me, The plane I'm on is going down in the Himalayan mountains and it's all my
fault," suck.
The second is his mother. Now, most people have a normal mother that makes cookies for
your friends, or has a job and goes to work, just like normal. Well Phil’s mother was a little
different. You see, she used to be Phil’s dad. Now you’re thinking, "That is kinda strange but, Hey,
So what? Life could still be normal." Well, Phil’s dad/mom liked to go around with him
everywhere and always had a before and after picture.
Thirdly is his personal life. It's just not going well. Last night Phil went on a date with the
most wonderful girl that Phil had even met. She was smart, she was beautiful, and most importantly,
she had never met Phil’s dad/mom. But last night, the date was going great. Phil had never had a
better date. They talked, and found out that they had so much in common, like an infatuation with
chocolate covered ant larvae. They went to the classiest place in town that required you to have
designer underwear to get in. This was a problem for Phil but they really didn't care if he didn't wear
any at all. The night went very smoothly at the restaurant and even during the car ride to drop Liz
(that is his date's name) off at her house. They pulled up to her house and Phil walked her to the
door. They did the usual good night routine. "Oh, I had a lot of fun. Let's do it again," kinda thing.
They got to the part where he is supposed to kiss her when Phil’s dad/mom opened the back door
of the Yugo (this was an incredible feat seeing that Yugo’s don't have a back door let alone a back
seat).
"Honey, you haven't seen my pictures, have you? Well you just have to see them," Phil’s
mom yelled. "It's just amazing what modern medical science can do." To Phil the sound was like a
demon rising from hell to take his garbage out or something.
Liz didn't know what was coming so she just went along with it, however she was still
surprised about seeing a very hairy woman jump out of the car she was just traveling down the road
in.
"Oh I don't mind looking at a few pictu... AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH
HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!" Liz screamed in agony, just like most of the people that had set
their eyes on the same set of photographs. She ran into her house and quickly locked her doors and
ran into the bathroom to hack up what was left of the hundred and twenty dollar dinner that Phil
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had to deduct from his monthly spending money that usually was about a hundred and twenty-two
dollars.
Outside standing on the porch was Phil and his father/mother looking very strange, because
one was singing and the other was sobbing and cussing at the same time.
Later that night while Phil was at home watching TV with his mother snoring in the next
room, Phil saw a news flash on the, "Late, Late, Late, Every One Else That Has A Life Is Asleep Or
Partying 'Cause It's Saturday Night Movie."
"Local woman commits suicide by repeatedly slamming head on toilet seat until her brain
oozed out her nose." Phil knew who it was, and because he knew he almost died laughing. He had
finally figured out that he was the only person that had a life like his and now he could face the
truth.
The fourth thing was that Phil was a psycho killer, but most people think that is because of
the first three things.
*

*

*

The postman named Phil was making his way down the route acting very cheery. With each
delivery he was putting a copy of a hand written letter and a picture in the mailboxes. The letter
contained a confession to murder that had not taken place yet but that would inevitably happen.
Phil was waiting for the first person that came out to the mail boxes to take the mail from his hands.
Phil hated this because the only part of his job was opening the mail boxes, placing the mail
neatly inside and then reclosing the door firmly so the wind didn't carry the mail off, but not so tight
so the owner had to wrestle the box open. This may seem insane but everyone has something in his
or her life that keeps them sane. This happened to be Phil’s grasp on the tricycle of sanity but a few
assholes in this world just wanted to pry his fingers from the handles.
The first person to do this was a woman that Phil just loathed. This woman wore spandex
shorts (which I must say was a stupid invention anyway) that started out about a one foot by two
feet rectangle, but on her they could house a family during a small hurricane. This woman also had
enough makeup on to give the faces on mount Rushmore a makeover. There was a small canine
that lived in her house that could pass for a center piece at a wedding. Phil had often envisioned
himself making a soccer goal with that dog.
"Hello Phil, it's about time you got here with that mail. I'm expecting a new rhinestone
collar for preshous. Isn't that right my preshey doogey." She was a terrible sight talking to that
football dog. Phil wouldn't feel bad about canceling her magazine subscription on life.
Phil had got all the good stuff together that morning, and now was wondering what to use
on this woman. The gun? ...nah, to quick. OH, OH, OH, I know. The explosives!! That will git
rid of her and her little dog too!
"Mrs. Josog, I have something for you in the back seat." He got the lighter and the home
made pipe bombs.
"Oh really! Good, maybe it's some more cosmetics from the company. I can't wait." She
jogged excitedly over to the mail truck carrying the rat-dog.
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She came to stand by the open window of the
truck, clenching and unclenching her hands in
exhilaration.
Phil lit the fuse of the pipe bomb and looked
evilly at the whale of a humanoid standing in front of
him with a very blank look on her face. He opened
the door and stepped toward the woman.
"Phil, what is that? Go away Phil." She still
didn't comprehend what he was doing. Phil had
anticipated that no one would hold the bomb and let it
explode so he had attached a couple of four inch fish
hooks complete with barbs so you don't lose you fish
of a victim. He walked up to the woman and just
stuck one hook to her forearm and one hook to the
bad excuse for a dog, and stepped back into the truck.
There was quite a loud explosion and at almost
the same time, lots of human tissue splattered onto the
side of the mail truck. This caused Phil to laugh
because he really didn't expect that to happen, but he
can't say he didn't enjoy that added surprise.
Phil gassed it and popped the clutch so as to
make a nice peel out mark, to add to the nice red stain
that was also on the road, and continued on his route.
This particular day the sun was about vertical
in the sky and a small bug that had been eating a lime
green sucker that had arrived here do to circumstances
involving a Volvo and a fairly angry lobster, decided
that he didn't like lime green and that chunk of red
stuff by the peel out mark on the road looked a lot
better.
|---------------------------------|
untitled
by Thane
III.
In a flash, I remember bitterly that I once thought this place safe. Nowhere is safe now. I
ran my finger along the thick scar on the side of my face. I long to feel it smooth. As I stand right
now, looking into the empty apartment that I once called home, bits of memories run through my
brain, unwanted. I remember the cozy bed and homemade patchwork quilt, splattered with my
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blood. Dried in little brown clumps that never came out. I remember the rope burns around my
wrists and ankles. And I remember the pain and suffering that I experienced here.
I dream, awake. My eyes are open and staring, but I see it.
-I am lying on my bed looking through the skylight, staring at the stars, quiet and peaceful.
My room is silent and hushed. Things were good and fresh, and home. Almost before I realized it,
the door splinters into a million fragmented pieces with a massive boom. Standing briefly in the
doorway is a giant of a man, he looks afraid for an instant, then in a rage. As he crosses the room,
his face goes from a mottled red to a strangled purple. At that fleeting moment, I knew true and
ultimate terror. I mated with it and sat frozen in its shadow. He reached the bed and in one fatal
swoop grabbed me by the neck and flung me against the wall like a ragdoll. Blackness.
Colors twirl in a crazy kaleidoscope. Mild numbness gnaws at me. My senses sharp, I feel
the burn of the rope on my tender flesh and the high pitched keening noise coming from the corner.
A few seconds pass and with each passing one the wail grows higher. Realizing with a start that the
massive giant was making these tortured sounds, I gave a gasp and began to breath. Abruptly, a
break in his cry came and silence filled the room like a smothering fog. He looked up from his
huddle in the corner and displayed a tearstained face. He began to make short, choppy grunts and
wails while looking through my soul. His eyes begged me to understand. He began rocking back
and forth to a rhythm of his own choosing, becoming more erratic by the second. With a tortured
twist, he flung himself off the floor and scrambled towards the bed. I felt impending doom rushing
towards me but could not cry out. I lay frozen, my eyes squeezed shut tightly in an effort to block
out the horror. A gentle bump rocked the bed slightly and I dared to hope that he had knocked
himself out. Just as I finished that thought, a rough hand reached out from beside the bed and felt
for my flesh. He touched my hip almost reverently and stood up. He stared down at me from an
almost awesome height it seemed. He touched the watery tears that oozed from my eyes and
grunted.
-I didn't want to remember anything past that but the memories came without consent. All
at once, I remembered the glitter of the blade as it swished through the air and the childlike
innocence in his eyes when it struck my face. I remembered watching his body jerk and fall as the
bullets entered his body and as he started his slow decline. But most of all, I remember the wide
open stare that he gave me just before they zipped him up.
IV.
Quietly, in shushed silence, a crusty eyeball pops out from the cocooned mass on the bed. It
pries its lid open and stares with a bloodshot eye until it finally comes to a focus on the alarm clock
which read 5 A.M. A tortured groan is emitted and the eyeball slumps back down to rest on the
squashed pillow. The room is dark and shadowed with stray socks and other whatnots thrown
carelessly about on the floor. A trash can sits in the corner with wads of paper spilling over the
sides. With a resigning sigh, the eyeball sits up and contemplates the room with suspicion.
Cautiously, it recedes a little into the covers and a huge black ear resembling the ear of a bat comes
shooting out behind the eyeball. It moves back and forth scanning the room like radar, picking up
infinitesimal sounds. Snuffling sounds mixed with grunts come from the bed. A giant quivering
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monster explodes and pushes the eyeball and radar equipment off the bed and sends it crashing to
the floor. Immediately, a pair of huge bat ears rises from the edge of the bed, then...the eyeballs
appear and bring with it a black rubbery nose. Rather miffed, the dog climbs back into bed as the
grouchy quivering monster swears about being woken up at five in the morning.
|--------------------------------------------------------------|
Untitled by Austin Rich

Another Deep Thought
by Kyle Rich

The more things change
they stay the same
or so we're told
I'm led to believe

Bob.

I can't take it
while you try to break it
up with names & dates
& things that don't make any sense and never have
Why can't I
Why can't youuuuoouuuuu!
/syntax error
there is no title
and I refuse to
give it one if
things just won't do
downstairs
hometown
nowhere lllland

The avenue by the Shore
by Cerrah Seal
The avenue by the shore is a happy place
away from times when life is a race
if life were clothes there'd be no drab, just lace
Something like the smell of roses in your hair
yes, you have caught me in your snare
But please don't fret. I won't struggle; I don't care
it's times like these that remind me of when we met
I was begging for your warmth when you were cold and wet
Are you warm now? Is there one to warm you in your life yet?
If there is not one I hope that someday I will be that someone
the one to warm you on promenade when all is said and done
when we expire so too will the avenue be gone
though not like normal road with rut and water
because of its position it too would get cold and wetter
however because of our love it makes it all seem better
on the avenue by the shore
16
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The Man
A Short Short Story By Frank T. Schwartz
We were huddled around the fireplace on that cold night. Suddenly, the door opened and a
man entered. He was tall and muscular and was carrying a gun. He raised it and shot it into Joe's
chest, killing him.
He spoke and said, "I just escaped from jail and need a refuge. Tell anyone I'm here and
die." He then collapsed, unconscious.
We decided to risk calling the cops. Bob was calling the police when the man woke up and
aimed the gun. Without thinking, I ran over and knocked the gun from his hand. He pulled a knife
and stabbed me in the leg. As he raised the knife for the kill, a gun was fired and the man died.
A policeman came in a handed the $500.00 capture reward. He took the man away.
The money was a small price to pay for our friend's life.
(G.M.'s Note: This story was submitted for the Shortest Short Story contest that was held back in the old magazine,
Bob's Imagination. Due to lack of submissions, the contest never took place, but I felt this submission deserved
publication (mainly because the author is paying me, but why quibble?)
|--------------------------------------------------------------|
Crystal Tower
by Thane
Lore sings within the crystal tower,
Weaving an intricate tale
Of brave knights on noble steeds,
Dressed in shining aromor of silver and gold.
Still within the tower
The song moves on.
And then darkness comes and all is silent,
Deathly silent.
Nothing moves in the darkness.

Changing now to a darker time
Where the earth screamed it's fury.
And sent the great winds to lash out
At the evil doers.

Then all is gone and the raging war
Has ended.
The great war has left no survivors,
And nothing was spared.
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There is death here.
There is darkness,
And there is no more.

Lost Love
by Doug D. Doug or You
I'm lost in love with nothing to grasp
They say love is a thing deep down inside,
But you never find out until someone else
tells you, "your sprung over that girl."
Then you never want to release that grasp
That hold on reality, the one that you
don't want to release
All I want is peace and a little love
|--------------------------------------------------------------|
When Will I Be Picked?
by Shane May
I know I've been sittin’ here,
for over a month, at least a year.
Oh when will I be picked?
The only thing I have to look at,
is the ground and his lips when they chat.
Oh when will I be picked?
My buddies move in and out.
It sucks being stuck inside this snout.
Oh when will I be picked?
There is no room to move around.
Every time that finger comes in I can't be found.
Oh when will I be picked?
I can't stand staring at these black hairs.
I've been here forever and no one cares.
Oh when will I be picked?
Here comes another finger once again.
When is it my turn, when of when?
Yes, I've been picked.
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Rain
by Kyle Rich
Rain.
Cold, Harsh, Dark.
Feel it engulf me,
Drenching me with Anger.
Filling me with Hatred.
Fight Back?
No.
No use.
Let it take me.
Let it use me.
Let it cover my body
With little Rain droplets.
I look around, and
I'm not the only one.
I see others getting Rained on,
Others with Droplets on themselves.
It makes me wonder,
Is it Raining Everywhere?
Is it Raining on Everybody?
Rain.
Hate.

Never to Depart
by Kelly Ballance
Go down into the earth,
Drink the life's blood
that you must
subdue and seduce
yourself.
Think your thoughts
and hear those of your
sisters and brothers,
but
never those of your own
dark children.
The madness will pass
so will your mighty thirsts.
but
time lasts forever.
Your spell here will last an enternity,
Vampire.

|--------------------------------------------------------------|

The Man that Wasn't and Was to Be
Let me tell you of this now, what is a person to do with someone like you around? There
seems to be no other choice but to go ahead with the plan. You never were able to puke up your
vegetables on command, were you? For your errors, I will banish you to the realms of the land of
Shadows. It is there you will not be able to breathe, or see. What am I saying, you ask? This is the
problem with you. You cannot see! If only you would try to open your eyes! Can that be so hard?
No, I don't think so. Let me know when things finally do change with you. Thank you for your
time.
-Cheris F. Woolever
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Waiting
by Robbie Wolfard
© 1993 Insects From Hell

I'm not sitting anymore
and my purposes I'm inflating
because everything seems to move
I am no longer waiting

Siting, ever thinking
Playing, never dreaming
Acting from the rebellious side
cutting down on movement
Thinking what to say
Never exposing what's inside

|------------|

Thinking of a better day
What was I supposed to say
In a world wrapped around itself
This one's used, put it back on the shelf
My life is a circus
Rounded edges I knew
Deflatable purpose
Round and round I go

Know
by Cerrah Seal

Pushing buttons
of everyone they see
The burgers are under-done
I don't think it's only me

I know the hurt
I've been there
I've felt the pain
from everywhere

Pounding on the doorsteps
Of my life
It seems everyone hates the world
And only loneliness thrives

When relief
seems no where
so hard to find.
Do you know where

I'm sick and tired of all this crap
sick of the yelling in my face
everyone is trying to be different
their identities they erase

I can get love,
Do you know where
all love is.
I'm livin' in fear

Thinking of a better day
what was I supposed to say
In a world wrapped around itself
This one's used, put it on the shelf

of loniliness
It’s near
I feel it
But do you care?
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